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1. BakgroundStellar ativity originates from strong magneti �elds, whih are reated and maintainedby dynamo mehanisms. The exat working of these dynamos is not ompletely unders-tood even today. It is well known, however, that di�erential rotation and meridional�ows play key roles. The strength of the magneti �eld depends strongly on the rotationrate of the stars: those with faster rotation are known to produe stronger magneti�elds, thus showing many signs of ativity (star spots, �ares). Beside the rotation rate,the stellar struture also has an important impat on the properties of magneti �elds.Solar-like stars possess a radiative ore and a onvetive envelope. The transition regionbetween these, known as the taholine, is supposed to play an important role in thegeneration of the magneti �eld. Stars less massive than ∼ 0.35M⊙ are probably fullyonvetive, the magneti �elds in these stars are thought to be maintained by a dist-ributive dynamo. Traking the ativity signatures an help to reveal the nature of thedynamos. By ontinuous monitoring evolution of the stellar surfae � birth and deayof spots, even ativity yles � an be observed. Elipsing binaries have a partiularsigni�ane: by analysing their light urves, the parameters of the system and its om-ponents (e.g. masses, radii) an be exatly determined, whih is not possible in the aseof single stars.The main topi of my dissertation is the study of ultrafast-rotating M-dwarfs: EYDraonis, V374Pegasi, and V405Andromedæ. M-dwarfs despite being faint, representabout two third of the stars of the Galaxy, and ontribute about 20% to its total mass.The dwarf stars studied have a rotation rate of ∼ 0.5 days, so they are very ative.Changes happen on a short (daily, i.e., rotational) time sale, making them ideal targetsof observations. As their signs of ativity is similar to that observed on the Sun, bystudying these ative stars we ould get nearer to understanding the behaviour of theSun.Beside the M-dwarfs, we have analysed two ative giant stars: UZLibræ, and
σGeminorum. The aim of this work was to investigate the surfae �ows (di�erentialrotation and meridional �ows) of the objets.2. MethodsMost of the results is based on photometry obtained by instruments of the KonkolyObservatory, Hungary � the 60m telesope at Svábhegy, and the 1m telesope at Pisz-késtet®. I partiipated in the observations of EY Draonis and V405Andromedæ atthe 60m telesope at Svábhegy. Beginning with 2007 I started an independent prog-ramme at the Piszkéstet® Mountain Station of the Konkoly Observatory with the aim ofstudying ative stars. Using these instruments we managed to ollet long-term time se-ries with a good overage. Redution of the CCD frames and photometry was done usingstandard IRAF pakages. In most ases I used aperture photometry, exept TYC2627-638-1, where the two lose omponents of the system ould be separated only by PSFphotometry. 1



For modelling the light urves I used SpotModeL. This software an �t the lighturves using maximum three irular spots with the same temperature, making possibleto determine the spot positions and sizes. Using this method, the spot longitudes anbe reovered relatively well, but the light urves have only very limited information onspot latitudes. In the ase of the RSCVn-type V405Andromedæ I used an iterativemethod to �nd the light urve solution: the e�ets of binarity and spottedness weretreated separately. The e�ets of binarity were modelled by PHOEBE (PHysis OfElipsing BinariEs), a software based on the Wilson�Devinney ode that an handle ourfour-olour photometry and the radial veloity data together.Photometri mapping tehniques an be used with Hungarian instruments, and longtime series an be easily obtained. However, these methods have some disadvantages.By urrent photometri auray spot latitudes annot be determined. Spot modellingan give better �ts if multiple spots are used in the model with the ost of non-uniquesolutions due to the higher number of free parameters. Better and more stable resultsan be ahieved using Doppler-imaging, based on spetrosopi measurements. Doppler-imaging is based on the fat that star spots, being ooler than the surrounding photosp-here appear in a spetral line as small emission bumps. From the position and intensityof this bump the size, position, and temperature of the spot an be determined. Fromthe spetra of UZLibræ and σGeminorum, we reated time-series of Doppler-maps us-ing the TEMPMAP ode. By ross-orrelating these maps it is possible to determinethe position hanges of the spots. These ross-orrelation maps an be used to measuredi�erential rotation of the stellar surfae.Beside photometri measurements, we performed spetrosopy of EY Draonis andV374Pegasi during the NEON Observing Shool at the Nordi Optial Telesope andthe Isaa Newton Telesope (La Palma, Spain). Later, I redued these data. Usingthese medium resolution Hα spetra possible hanges in the stellar hromospheres anbe deteted.3. Theses1. Between 2005 and 2008 we obtained photometri measurements of EY Draonisand I redued the data. Using Fourier-analysis of the dataset, I have determinedthe rotational period, and the presene of an ativity yle with a length of ∼ 350days. This yle, similar to the 11-year long solar yle, is the shortest one foundfor an ative star. Spot modelling revealed two ative regions, whose temperatureis about 500K ooler than the surrounding photosphere. During the observationsthe longitude of these spots hange only slightly, but their dominane swithessuggesting a �ip-�op mehanism, whih an give indiations on the properties ofthe stellar dynamo.Besides photometry, during the NEON Observing Shool we have obtained Hαspetra of the objet with good phase overage. The equivalent width of the lineand the light urve show an antiorrelation, indiating solar-like ativity. Aord-ing to the olour index hanges the ative regions are spot-dominated. [1, 2, 6, 7℄2



2. We obtained photometri measurements of the RSCVn-type V405Andromedæat the 60m telesope at Svábhegy, I made further observations using the RCCtelesope at Piszkéstet® and redued these data. I have determined the light urvesolution using an iterative method, in whih the e�ets of spottedness and binarityare handled separately. I have determined the physial properties of the system.The fully onvetive seondary omponent seems to �t well the theoretial mass�radius relation, but the radius of the primary onsisting of a radiative ore and aonvetive envelope is signi�antly larger than the theoretial value. This resultfurther on�rms the dependene of stellar struture on magneti �elds.Besides photometry, I have downloaded spetral data from the ELODIE database(Haute-Provene, Frane). Aording to the Hα spetra, both omponents areative. The hanges of the Hα line indiate plage-regions in the hromosphere.Two �ares have been found in the spetrosopi data, and one in the photometridata, I presented the analyses of these events. In the photometri data I have founda brightening whih lasted for days, whih was probably aused by an eruption ona oronal loop. [4, 5℄3. In 2008, I started a ampaign to observe V374Pegasi with the 1m RCC telesope atPiszkéstet® Mountain Station, and redued the photometri data. Using Fourier-analysis I have determined the exat rotational period of the star. During theobservations two major ative regions are found on the surfae separated by 140�160◦ in longitude. The spot struture does not hange signi�antly during oneseason of measurements, in good agreement with previous observations reportinga stable, dipole-like magneti �eld, whih ontradits the preditions of urrentdynamo theories. In the same time, the star shows small variations on a nightly(thus rotational) time sale, whih is probably similar to the birth and deay ofspots in solar ative nests. Large amount of �ares are deteted on the objet,many of them are found around one of the ative regions whih ould indiate aonnetion between the �ares and the spot. The objet shows �aring and quietperiods hanging on a monthly time sale. [9℄4. I studied the surfae �ows of UZLibræ. I found a weak, anti-solar di�erentialrotation on the star. This result was on�rmed by two independent methods:ACCORD (Average Cross-orrelation of Contiguous Doppler-images) and LCT(loal orrelation traking). We have not found lear signs of meridional �ows.For the analysis we used the ACCORD-ode, whih an detet di�erential rotationand meridional �ows on stellar surfaes using ross-orrelation of time series ofDoppler-maps. [3℄5. I partiipated in the observations of TYC2627-638-1 at the 60m telesope atSvábhegy, later I obtained further four-olour photometry with the 1m RCC te-lesope at Piszkéstet®. I arried out PSF-photometry of the data from Piszkéstet®,and later from the Nordi Optial Telesope (La Palma, Spain), whih made pos-sible to study the two omponents separately. Both omponents are ative stars:3



omponent A shows two lose periods (3.5 and 3.7 days), whih is probably ausedby di�erentially rotating two spots on the stellar surfae. Our observations pro-ved, that this omponent has a substellar ompanion with mass ≤ 5MJupiter. Thebrightness of the B omponent shows a period of ∼ 60 days, whih is probablyaused by a irumstellar dust disk. [8℄4. Publiations related to the theses1. Vida, K.:Four-olour photometry of the spotted dMe-star EY Draonis2006, Publiations of the Astronomy Deparment of the Eötvös University, 17, 892. Vida, K.:Results of the photometry of the spotted dM1-2e star EY Draonis2007, Astronomishe Nahrihten, 328, 8173. Vida, K., K®vári, Zs., �vanda, M., Oláh, K., Strassmeier, K. G., Bartus, J.:Anti-solar di�erential rotation and surfae �ow pattern on UZ Libræ2007, Astronomishe Nahrihten, 328, 10784. Vida, K., Oláh, K., K®vári, Zs., & Bartus, J.:Multiolour photometry of the M0V+M5V elipsing binary V405 And2009, Amerian Institute of Physis Conferene Series, 1094, 8125. Vida, K., Oláh, K., K®vári, Zs., Korhonen, H., Bartus, J., Hurta, Zs., Posztobányi,K.:Photospheri and hromospheri ativity in V405 Andromedae. An M dwarf binarywith omponents on the two sides of the full onvetion limit2009, Astronomy and Astrophysis, 504, 10216. Vida, K., Oláh, K., K®vári, Zs., Jursik, J., Sódor, Á., Váradi, M., Beluz, B.,Dékány, I., Hurta, Zs., Nagy, I., Posztobányi, K.:Four-olour photometry of EY Dra: A study of an ultra-fast rotating ative dM1-2estar2010, Astronomishe Nahrihten, 331, 2507. Korhonen, H., Vida, K., Husarik, M., Mahajan, S., Szzygieª, D., Oláh, K.:Photometri and spetrosopi observations of three rapidly rotating late-typestars: EY Dra, V374 Peg, and GSC 02038-002932010, Astronomishe Nahrihten, 331, 7728. Oláh, K., Korhonen, H., Vida, K., Ilyin, I., Dall, T. H., Järvinen, S. P., Jursik, J.,Andersen, M. I., Djupvik, A. A., Pursimo, T., Moór, A., Datson, J., Karjalainen,R., Liimets, T., Kubát, J., Kawka, A.:Young solar type ative stars: the TYC 2627-638-1 system2010, Astronomy and Astrophysis, 515, A814
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